Will you live

comfortably
through your
remodel?

BREATHE EASY.
Your contractor has a dust management plan in place.

Experience the livable remodeling difference.

LESS MESS. MORE LIVING.
A great remodel is all in the details.
While your home is under construction, there’s so much on
your mind—especially the beautiful end result. But getting
there can be tough, because kicking up dust is part of the
remodeling process.
In order to keep your living space clean and livable, managing
the dust and maintaining air quality is quickly becoming a
standard practice within the industry. And with
BuildClean’s innovative dust control system as
part of your overall dust management plan,
you’re ahead of the game. This lightweight,
small machine quietly traps, contains and
eliminates up to 90% of airborne dust—to
keep things comfortable for you and your family.

(And during a
remodel, it’s
worse)

REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR REMODELING EXPERIENCE
WITH BUILDCLEAN.
BuildClean’s unique 360° design and dual HEPA air filtration
collects dust from every direction and:
•

Keeps dust from settling where it shouldn’t—and from
lingering in your home long after the work is complete

•

Provides healthier conditions for family and pets

•

Safeguards against particles and irritants like
crystalline silica and lead

•

Protects sensitive electronics like computers and TVs

YES, YOU WILL LIVE COMFORTABLY THROUGH YOUR REMODEL—WITH BUILDCLEAN.

TALK TO YOUR CONTRACTOR ABOUT
BUILDCLEAN TODAY.
WWW.LIVABLEREMODELING.COM

BuildClean.
The foundation of
a complete dust
control plan.

Makes remodeling
more livable.
Alleviating dust during a remodel has always been a problem – until
the revolutionary new BuildClean Dust Control System. Used as part of
your remodeler’s dust control plan, BuildClean eliminates 90% of airborne
construction dust with a pre-filter that captures large dust particles and
a HEPA-certified second-stage filter that traps microscopic particulates
in the air as small as one micron in diameter.
BuildClean is a quiet and effective method of dust control that provides
continuous and highly efficient air filtration during construction. So airborne
dust is actually trapped and contained within the job work area – and
then eliminated. That keeps the areas outside the construction site cleaner.
And keeps construction dust from lingering in your home months after the
work is done.
BuildClean System Benefits:
• Provides a more livable environment during remodeling
• Offers healthier conditions for you, your family and pets
• Protects sensitive electronics like computers and TVs
• Virtually eliminates lingering dust issues

The new industry standard
in livable remodeling.

BuildClean collects
even the smallest
airborne dust particles.
Type of
Project

Type of
Dust

Particle
Size

Demolition

Cement, Silica,
Sawdust, General
Dirt & Debris

<1 to 200
microns

Framing

Sawdust,
General Dirt
& Debris

20 to 200
microns

Sanding,
Cutting or
Grinding

Cement,
General Dirt
& Debris

3 to 200
microns

Drywall

Cement, Silica,
Sawdust, General
Dirt & Debris

<1 to 200
microns

Flooring

Cement, Sawdust,
General Dirt
& Debris

3 to 200
microns

Tile

Cement, Silica,
General Dirt
& Debris

<1 to 200
microns

Managing dust and maintaining good indoor air quality during and after
remodeling is becoming the industry standard. And BuildClean is the dust
control system that the best remodelers are choosing – capturing airborne
remodeling dust from start to finish.
You’ve chosen your remodeler because of the terrific work they do.
It’s good to know that they care enough about you to make sure your
experience is also the best possible. Including dust control. That’s why
they use the BuildClean Dust Control System – the system that captures
and contains up to 90% of airborne dust particles.

www.buildclean.com
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